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COM/HMO/max Mailed 12/7/98 

Decision 98·12-021 December 3, 1998 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CA.lIFORNIA 

The City of Vernon, a muniCipal corporation, 

Complainant, 

Vs. Case 96-01-019 
(Filed January 19, 1996) 

The Atchison, T()~ka and Santa Fe Railway, a 
corpora tiOll, 

Summary 

Defendant. 

lat1\esSq-ueri,Attorney at LaW, (or (omplainant. .,-
. Gr(>shmaJ Varner, Savage, Nolan & Tilden, by 

lohn C. Nolan and Robin Cochran, Attorneys 
at Law, (or The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe 
Railway, defendant. 

OPINION 

The City of Vernon (VenlOJ') has failed to prove that Implementation o( 

defendant The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Pe Railway's (Santa Pe) plalls of 

expansion creates adverse environn\cntal effects so as to make the expansion of 

, the Hobart Yard unreasonable. The (oIl\plaint Is denied. 
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Background and Procedural History 

Santa Fe' owns and operates a railroad switchyard and transfer facility 

known as the Hobart Yard, \vhfch is located; in partl in Vernon and, in partl in 

the City of Commerce, neaT Los Angeles. 

A few years agol Santa Fe began to expand the Hobart Yard by acquiring 

additional property and "'laking internal improvements with>theobjective of 

increasing the nuo\ber of I'lilts" (nlOvements of container units on to or off of 

railroad flatcars) that can_be accon\nt6dated (rom approximately"823l OOO in 1987 

to 1,000,000 to 1,250,000 per year. As a result, the associated truck trallie enteru\g 

and leaving Hobart Yard will also increase. 

Vernon filed a complaint against Sant~ Fe 61\ January 19, 1996. The 

complaint alleged the Santa Fe has lailed to comply with appJicable local land use 

regulations/ applicable Commissi6n pblicy requiring utilities to cooperate with 

local jurisdictions in pJalmmg, constructing, and operating expanded facilities, 

and has violated the policies of the California Environn\ental Quality Act 

(CEQA). In Decision (D.) 96-11-0151 we dismissed Vernon/s con'lplaint with leave 

to. amcI\d to state a cause of action against Santa Pe for relief pursuant to §§ 761 

and 762 of the Public Utilities (PU) Code. We further indicated that in reviewing 

. the adequacy of the amended compJaint we w()uld be guided by Public 

Resources Code section 21082.2 

Vernon filed its amended cornpJalnt on April 7, 1997. Vernon alleges that 

as a local jurisdic::tion it was preen\pted by state law from exerting its zoning and 

land use jurisdiction against a public utility such as Santa Pc, and that if the 

Commission fails to act, Santa Fe would be able to substantially expand its 

] Now known as The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway. 
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Hobart Yard (acility without mitigating adverse environmental impacts that 

would be caused by the increased activity. In particular, Vernon alleges, ' 

increased truck traffic associated with the expanded operations at Hobart Yard 

wi11 result in increased int~rsection capacity utilization or volume/capacity 

(V Ie) ratios for several intersections within Vernon. The intersections affected 

already have V Ie ratios in eXCess of 0.90, which indicates severe congestion and 

an unacceptable level of service. Vernon and the Cali(()rnia Department of 

Transportation (CALTRANS) are sponsoring all intersection improvement 

project at the 1-710 Allantic/Bandini int~r$ection. Vernon alleges that requiring 

Santa Fe to partfcipate in the financing of the intersection project is an 

economically feasible nlitigation illeasure that will lessen significantadvers~ 

impacts associated ''lith the expansioil of Hobart Yard. 

Santa Fe filed its answer on l\1ay 9, 1997. Sallta Fe contends that the 

Commission does )\ot have authority to review Or conSider the environmental 

impacts of the expansion of the Hobart yard, nor does thc'Con\mission have the 

authority to require Santa Fe to mitigate sig1\ifi~ant off-site impacts of the project. 

A prehearing conference Was held onJunc 16, 1997. An evidentiary 

hearing was held on April 21-22, 1998, and the matt~r was ordered submitted on 

concurrent opening and reply briefs filed by the parties on June 9 and June 26~ 

1998, respectively. 

DiscussiOn 

In D. 96·11-015, we fOUlld that PU Code section 1001 does not require santa 

Fe to obtain a certificate of publiC convenience and necessity (CPC&N) (or the 

expansion of the Hobart yard because these (~cilities arc an ext~nsion o( the 

utility's existing facilities itl an area already s~rved by the utility. lvloreover', we 

held that since Santa Fe Is nol required to obtain a CPC&N, the requirenlenls of 

CEQA do Ilot apply. Therefore, We concluded that the expansion of the Hobart 
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yard does not require the preparation of an environmental impact report (ElR) 

under CEQA since Santa Fe may Jawfully undertake construction of the facilities 

without prior COliUllission approval. However, notwithstanding that Santa Fe 

was not required to seek prior approval, we held that the Conlmission is not 

precluded fron\ examining the impact of a project on the environmetlt. In D.96-

11-015 \ve granted Vernon leave to amend its complaint and we stated that in 

assessing the adequacy of the ~6mp)aint we would be guided by Public 

Resources Code § 21082.2. 

Commission Authority 

Our d~ision in 0.96-11-015 is consistent with prior decisions in which we 

have reviewed the environmental impacts of utility projects which did not 

require prior Commission approval. In 0.94-01-016, for example, we reviewed 

the environmental iOlpacts of a utility's proposed ~onstruction of a lIS-kilovolt 

transmission line, even though the construction>of this line did not require prior 

Con\mission approval. In that case, we found that §§ 762 and 762.5 ligive the 

Conunission authority to dir«t utilities under its jurisdiction to add, extend, 

repair, improve, construct or maintain al\y plant or facilities when it is necessary 

(or the benefit or safety of their custon\ers, their employees or the public 

generally." 53 CPUC2d 10, 16. Pursuant to this authority, we found it 

appropriate to grant complainant's request for a hearing and to require the utility 

to provide percipient witnesses, prepared testimony and exhibits addressing the 

issues raised in the compJaint. 

As we said in 0.94-01-016: "although the Commission retains paramount 

jurisdiction over those utility activities which require no 'permit' approval by the 

Commission, it has recognized that sometimes there is a good deal of local 

interest in these activities. Accordingly, the COnlll\ission encourages local 
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government involvement because local jurisdictions are often in the best position 

to review land use concerns." (Id. at 17.) 

As to our authority to require a utility to n)ltigate the signiCicant adverse 

effects of the construction and operation of utility facilities, we find the case of 

SDC&E v. Superior Court (1996), 13 Cal4th 893, (also known as the Covalt case) 

to be dispositive. In that caSe, the California Supreme Court found that the 

Conunission 1Jhas broad authority to determine \vhether the service or 'equipment 

of any public utility poses any danger to the health or safety of the public, and if 

so, prescribe coirective measures and order them into ellect. . . . The 

Legislature has vested the conunission with both broad and spedfic powers to 

ensure that public utilities comply with tharmandate." Among the powers dted 

by the Supreme Court are §§ 701, 761, 762 and 768. 

Santa Fe, without citation to authority, urges us to read §§ 701 and 762 

extrernely narro\v, so as to lind that we are without authority to impose any 

conditions on the construction or operation o( utility facilities beyond the 

boundaries of the physical plant. \Ve find such a nartow reading to be 

inconsistent with the Covalt case and with the previous exercises of our 

authority. In Covalt, the court expressly held that the Commission has 

"comprehensive jurisdiction over questions of public health and safety arising 

(rom utility operations ..... To this end the Commission is empowercd ... to do 

any other act which the health or safely of its employees ... customers, or the 

public may demand." In the exercise of such powers, we have routinely imposed 

mitigation requirements, including off-site mitigation and monitoring nteasures, 

upon utility projects. See, (or example, D.96-04~056, in which we granted 

authority to an oil pipeline con\pany to issue stock, and c\s a condition of such 

approval, required the company to inlplement a comprehensive list of mitigation 

measures, including measures designed to mitigate the off-site impacts of 
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increased traffic volumes resulting from construction of the project. (65 CPUC2d 

653.) 

\Vh~ther Environmental EUects of the 
Hobart Yard Expansion ate Significant 
In 0.96-11-015 we indicated that our assessment of the amended complaint 

will be guided by Public Resources Code § 21082.2. This section provides that 

the lead agency shall 'determine whether a project may have a significant effect 

on the envir6nnterit based on substantial evjdence~~ the ~ecord. 

Vernon has identified that the exp,u\sion' of the Hobart Yard will have one 

primary environn\ental effect: traUk at five intersections will tnCl'ease. Vernon's 

witness projected ~at in the morning ot afternoon peak hour, 0'( both, in each of 

the five inteI'section~that the traffic associated with Hobart Yard would increase 

the V Ie ratio by 0.,03 or J\\ore. Vernon argues that an'increase in traffiC is 

IIsignilicat\t" it it results in an increase of the V Ie ratio pf a roadway by 0.01 or 

greater or, in the case of a roadway in which the V Ie is already gt'eater tl)an 1.0, 

the VIC ratio is "n\erely worsened." 

Vernon's witness projects that by the year 2020, for both the morning and 

afternoon peak hours, each of th~ five interse(Uolls will operate at VIC ratios 

substantially above 1.0 regardless o( whether projected traffic (roIl\ the Hobart 

Yard l'llaterializcs. Vernon's wllness proJ~ts Ilbackground" V Ie ratios that 

range from a low of 1.28 to a high of 1.91 and "with expansion" V Ie ratios that 

range fro1\\ 1.35 to 1.96. 

Santa Fe concedes that the project will result in increased traffic at 

intersections in the vicinity of the project. (Santa Fe Reply Brief, p. 17.) However, 

because there is only a small decrease in the level of service, Santa Fe dismisses 

these in1llacts as "hardly signfllcant. fI 
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1he evidence shows that the (uture traf(ic conditions in the vicinity will be 

sufficiently bad without any traffic {rorn Hobart Yard to raise the same ~oncerns. 

Vernon's witness admitted that he had neVer observed an existing intersection 

with a.n actual VIC ratio a.s bad as 1.67 (fr. 79·79). Traffic conditions that are so 

congested as those represented by such V Ie ratios will result, in the opinion of 

Vernon's wimessl in nlotorists either taking a different route or traveling at a 

different tin\e of day. Vernon'switness also admitted th~\t the h~vel-o£-$ervke 

cJassilicalion2 of the affected intersections would be identical, with or without the 

tTallie associated with the Hobart Yard expansion. (fr. at 76.) 

Given these facts, the question before us is whether these incremental 

traflic conditions constitute a adverse environme~tal impact \vh1ch requites 

mitigation. We condude that they do not. \VheI\ V Ie ratios are below 1.0, the 

impact threshold of 0.01 I'e(onurtended by Ven\on lies at the most conservative 

end of the range often used to n\easute significance of this impact in this setting; 

these thresholds range ftom 0.01 to 0.04 in these circumstances. When V Ie ratios 

He above 1.01 Vernon considers any impact that worsens the V Ie ratio to be 

significant. This scel\ario Is overly speculative with respect to the long tenl\ 

cumulative impacts. Projections of V Ie ratios reaching this level are speculative 

both because the projection is (or 1020, and because Vernon/s witness admits that 

this scenario has never been observed to date, perhaps ill part because under 

those cortditions, traffic tends to adjust in both route and tio\e of use. The 

2 level of Service HI corresponding to V Ie ratios greater than 0.9 and less than 1.0, 
typically has ttame moving at stop-and-go speeds of less than 15 miles an hour with 2·3 

. cycles n~essary to dear intersections. (fr. at 75.) Level of Service P, corresponding to 
V /Cratios greater than 1.0,gcnerally involves vehicular backups that extend from 
signalized interscitiol\S to unsignillized interse<:tiOJlS. (fr. at 74-75.) 
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evidence shows, and Vernon's witness conceded} that traffic conditions in the 

vidnity of Hobart Yard will be sufficiently bad and the level·of-service 

classification will be identical} irrespective of the Hobart Yard expansion. For 

these reasons, We cannot conclude that the projected trallie impacts constitute a 

foreseeable significant eUed. 

In addition, based on the evidence presented by Vernon, the projected 

significant environmental ef(ects are unavoidable. Vernon presented no evidence 

to show that SaIUa Fe could change the traffic effects of its expansion by selecting 

another location, by changing the arrangel)lent of its site entrances or exits, Or by 

adoptu'Ig a p1an of operations to shift traffiC from peak hours to other hours. 

Vernon's only suggestion was that Santa Fe could mitigate the traf{(ce{(ects by 

contribUting toward the funding of improvements to one of the live intersections. 

However, the evidence showed that those improven\ents would be constructed 

whether or not Santa lie contributed to their cost or expanded Hobart Yard. 

Indeed, it is clear that any Santa Fe contribution to the traffic improvement 

project would have no mitigation effect on the traffic patterns generated by this 

project other than to displace funding (rom aJ\other source. Vernon has failed to 

make the case that such displaced revenues would be used in any nlanner 

designed to alleviate traffic congesUon at the subject It\tersec~iol\s. The traffic 

improvement project is intended to alleviate existing conditions unrelated to the 

Hobart Yard expansion. 

If Vernon had been able to show that Santa Fe would have beer\ able to 

achieve a comparable increase in its capacily while reducing the magnitude of 

the traffic impact b}'J for exan'lple, constructing a dedicated truck lane along 

\Vashhlglon Avenue to accon\I\\odate traffiC exiting Hobart Yard, the result 

might be diiierent. \Ve nlight have found that it would be unreasonable to 

operate its expansion without such a feature, even though it may have added to 
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the costs to be borne by Santa Fe. As it is, however, Vernon has failed to show 

that from among the alternatives available to it, Santa Fe has unreasonably 

selected an altenlative with traffic impacts that could have been reduced and the 

mitigation which Vernon proposes would have no effect in reducing tnlffic 

congestion whatsoever. The most that Ven\on has showed is that tra(fic 

co)\ditions in its vicinity are bad and getting worse, regardless of what Santa Fe 

does. Vernon -does not dispute that Santa Fe needs to expaild nor does it~()ntel\d 

that it had a choice ofwhere to expand and ina-ppropriately chose Hobart Yard. 

VernOn simply says that it wants to be paid a toll for the increased trallic in lieu 

of unavailable mitigation to reduce traffic. Vernon's desire for revenue does not 

il\akeSatua Fe's conduct ul\reasonable. 

Comments on Alternate Dedslon 

The alternate decision was mailed [()t cornment 6nNovember19, 1998. 

Timely COlnn\ents were received from Vernon. We have incorporated COn\n\ents 

in the text as appropriate. 

Findings Of Fact 

1. Santa Fe owns and operates a railroad swih:hyard a~d transfer facility 

known as the Hobart Yardl which is located, in part, in Vernon alld, in part, itl 

the City of Commerce, California ncar Los Angeles. 

2. A few years ago, Santa Pe began to ~xpat'ld the Hobart Yard by acquiring· 

additional properly and making internal improvements wit~- the objective of 

increasing the number of "lifts" (movements of container units 011 to or of[ of 

railroad flatcars) that can be accon\modatcd (romapproxhl'latcly 823,000 hl1987 

to l,()(X),OOO to 1,250,000 per year. 

3. As a result, the associated truck traUlc entering and leavIng Hobart Yard 

will also illcrease. 
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4. As a result, traffic at live intersections will increase. 

5. As a result, in 2020, V Ie ratios at such intersections will deteriorate by 

approximately 0.03 or nlore. 

6. Vernon's witt,ess projects that by the year 2020, for both the n\orning and 

afternoon peak hours, each o( the five intersections will operate at V Ie ratios 

substantially above 1.0, with or without the Hobart yard expansion. 

7. Vernon's witness projects "background" V Ie ratios that range fronl a low 

of 1.28 to a high of 1.91 and "with eXpansi~n" VIe ratiosthatrange (rolll 1.35 to 

1.96. 

8. Vernon's witness admitted that he had never observed an existing 

intersection with' an actual V Ie ratio as bad as 1.67. 

9. Vernon's witness also admitted that the levcl·of-service dassiffcation of the 

affected intersections would be identical, 'with or without the traffic associated' 

with the Hobart Yard expansiOll. 

10. Traffic conditions that are so congested as those represented by such V Ie 
ratios will result in lllotorists either taking a dilferent route or travelh1g at a 

different time of day. 

11. Vernon presented 1)0 evidence to show that Santc\ Fe could change the 

traffic e((ects of its expansion by selecting another location, by changhlg the 

arrangement of its site entrances or exits, or by adopting a plan of operations to 

shift traffic (rom peak hours to other hours. 

12. Vernon's only suggestion was that Santa Fe could mitigate the traflie 

e((ects by conlributing toward the (unding of improvements to one of the five 

intersections. 

13. The' tra(fic iti1pr6Vemcnt project is intended to alleviate existing conditions 

Ullrelatcd to the Hobart Yard expansion. 
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14. Those improvements would be constructed whether or not Santa Fe 

contributed to their cost. 

15. The only environnlental impact identified relates to tra(fie impacts. 

16. Santa Fe's contribution can do nothing to mitigate the effeels of the traffic 

generated fron't Santa Fe's expansion of Hobart Yard. 

17. Venlon has failed to show that fron\ an'long the altematives available to it, 

Santa Fe has unteasonablyselected at\ alternative with traffic impacts that could 

have been reduced. 

18. Vernon has failed to prove that implementaHor\ of Santa Fe's plans of 

expansion create adverse enviroJlmental effects so as to make the expansion of 

the Hobart Yard unreasonable. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. PU Code §§ 710, 761, 762, 762.5 and 768 provide the Commission broad 

authority to determine whether the service or equipment of any public utility 

poses any danger to the health or safely of the public. 

2. If the facts show that Santa Fe has acted unreasonably and thal changes to 

its facilities exist that (ould in'lprove conditionsl PU Code Section 762 provides 

the authority to ~nter an appropriate order. 

3. PU Code Section 762.5 does not provide any separate remedy {rom PU 

Code &xtion 762. 

4. Th~ expansion of the Hobart Yard will effect V Ie ratios at the 

intersections. 

5. No reasonable alternate to Initigate the trMlic impacts has been presented 

by Vernon. 

6. Vernon has failed to show that from an\OI\g the alternatives available to it, 

Santa Fe has unreasonably selected an alternative with traffic impacts that could 

have been reduced. 
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7. The complaint should be dismissed. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDER'ED that the complaint of the City of Vernon agamst The 

AtchisOJ1, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway is denied, and Case 96-01-019 is closed. 

This 6tdetis elfectiv~·today. " 

Dated Deceritber3, 1998, ~l San FranciSCo, California. 
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